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Abstract: Depression in Parkinson’s disease (PD) is common, and it appears to worsen the motor and cognitive progression of the disease, and limits the patient’s quality of life. In this paper, we review the pharmacotherapy of depression in people with PD. We find that evidence is sparse when it comes to this patient population. There is some evidence that older tricyclic antidepressants (nortriptyline and desipramine) may be effective in this population. There is also growing evidence that newer antidepressants like paroxetine and venlafaxine may be effective. We will also review a number of other promising medication treatments. What is apparent is the need for more research identifying the most effective medications for treating depression in this population. We provide recommendations that fall in line with current evidence-based practice for managing depression in the general population. Also, we suggest that collaborative models of depression care may be a promising approach to support the identification and effective treatment of those with PD also suffering from depressive disorders.
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Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a common, progressive neurodegenerative disease. Since the main risk factor for idiopathic PD is age, an inexorable increase in the number of patients with PD is expected in the immediate future, posing a significant public health burden. Moreover, PD has a chronic, degenerative, and unpredictable course, posing substantial challenges for patients, caregivers, and clinicians.

Apart from the hallmark motor symptom triad of bradykinesia, rigidity, and tremors, PD has substantial nonmotor complications, one of the most common of which is depression. Depression in PD (DPD) is itself the subject of intensive research and poses significant challenges to the clinician and researcher alike, and the understanding of DPD is evolving even as our understanding of PD advances, as noted in an excellent recent comprehensive review. Despite uncertainties about the etiology and phenomenology of mood symptoms in PD, it is well established that depressive symptoms are exceedingly common in PD. For this reason, it is valuable for neurologists, psychiatrists, internists, and allied health professionals to be aware of the complexity of identifying DPD and, in turn, the uncertainties surrounding its treatment. Fortunately, there is much ongoing research addressing this problem, and an increasing body of evidence guiding clinicians.

In this review, we focus on the most relevant aspects of DPD for practicing clinicians. First, we provide an overview of the current state of evidence-based treatment for DPD. We then address the inherent diagnostic and therapeutic challenges facing clinicians.
caring for those with depression and PD. Finally, we propose that collaborative models of care (founded in the Chronic Care Model), the evidence-based standard for managing common mental health problems in those with medical illness, offers much hope in improving the care of those with PD and depression compared to care as usual.

**Depression in Parkinson’s disease:**

**an overview**

Major depression, as defined currently by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-IV-TR), has been described in people for thousands of years. It is an illness with characteristic signs and symptoms, and a growing list of evidence-based treatments. The syndrome of major depression is commonly seen in those with PD and appears to be associated with increased disability and a decreased quality of life. Despite this, major depression in those with PD is challenging to study. There is substantial symptom overlap between the two conditions, leaving clinicians to face the quandary of “is this PD, or does this patient have a depressive disorder?”

The answer is important because depression treatments may not be benign, especially in medically complex patients such as elderly PD patients who have significant comorbidities. In addition, it remains a substantially open question whether the syndrome of depression in someone with PD may be pathophysiologically different than the major depressive disorders seen in those with no other medical problems. Below we explore these ideas further in considering recommendations for treating DPD.

**Depression in Parkinson’s disease is common and disabling**

Despite these challenges, there is compelling evidence from extensively replicated, detailed studies showing that the rates of depressive symptoms are significantly and substantially increased in PD, even when taking into account these complicating factors. Because depression is a clinical diagnosis, estimates of prevalence critically depend on how depression is defined and measured – an issue that has also affected the ability to carry out large-scale clinical trials. Prevalence estimates have varied widely, from seven to seventy percent. In a systematic review, it was found that the weighted prevalence of major depression was 17%, while minor depression and dysthymia affected an additional 22% and 13% of PD patients, respectively. These rates may be even higher in PD complicated by dementia, where depressive symptoms were present in 77% of a large (N = 537) sample. It has been noted that beyond an elevated incidence of major depression, as formally diagnosed using DSM-IV-TR criteria, there also is a high rate of depressive symptoms at a subsyndromal level in PD.

In addition to being a relatively common nonmotor complication of PD, DPD imposes a significant functional burden on patients with PD, reducing their quality of life beyond that due to PD itself. The negative effect depression has on quality of life appears to be more pronounced in younger-onset PD patients, though this has not yet been shown to be linked to any specific molecular lesion. Depressive symptoms also increase the stress on caregivers. An additional reason to be vigilant about DPD is that while suicide has not been shown to be a very common end for those with PD, rates of suicidal ideation are increased in PD, likely contributing to the reduction in quality of life. Even in the absence of large numbers of completed suicides, suicidal ideation must remain an important clinical focus.

**Depression in Parkinson’s disease can be hard to diagnose**

As with a major depressive disorder, PD is a clinical diagnosis. While classic PD, like syndromic major depression, is well-recognized by trained clinicians, in milder or more complex forms, it can be hard to identify. The symptoms of PD overlap with many of the somatic symptoms of depression; bradykinesia may be interpreted as apathy, masklike faces as affective blunting, or sadness and “off” motor periods as psychomotor retardation. Because of these complexities in diagnosis, a National Institute of Neurological Disorder and Stroke/National Institute of Mental Health panel has recommended that depression be diagnosed inclusively, without undue concern for the potential overlap in symptoms of PD and depression, and that subsyndromal depressions not meeting DSM-IV-TR criteria be addressed and evaluated clinically, despite not fully meeting the criteria for depression.

Identifying DPD in patients is challenging but essential; to systematize this identification, depression scales have been studied for use in PD, and have been shown to correlate well with clinical diagnoses of depression. Validation has been essential because DPD may differ phenomenologically from depressive symptoms in the general population. Moreover, validating specific scales for broad use would both increase the comparability of research studies, and aid in developing treatment recommendations and performance measures for clinical treatments. In a recent study comparing nine scales to detect DPD, the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) was recommended due to its relative ease of use, psychometric properties, and being freely available as it is not copyrighted.
In the GDS-30 format – a simple, 30-item questionnaire that patients fill out themselves, with a cutoff score of 9/10 – was found to have the most discriminant value. The even easier to use GDS-15 was found to have high sensitivity and good positive predictive value when assessed specifically for use in diagnostically validated DPD. The GDS-15 may be most optimal because it is less dependent on physical symptoms, which may overlap with symptoms of PD itself, and which are commonly represented in other scales for depressive symptoms used in the general population.

**Depression in Parkinson’s disease: pathophysiologically different than major depression?**

In addition to the complexity of diagnosing DPD, there is active research assessing the question of how the pathophysiology of PD may contribute to depression-like symptoms. The theoretical basis for this rests on the destruction of biogenic amine pathways in PD – both on its prototypical effects on the dopaminergic system, and also on the noradrenergic and serotonergic systems strongly implicated in major depression. This debate extends well beyond the world of basic research, since it has an impact on treatment approaches. If depression in PD is physiologically distinct from depression in otherwise healthy populations (where it is typically studied), it may demand different treatment approaches.

**Pharmacotherapy of depression in Parkinson’s disease**

**Overview**

Clinical researchers have experienced challenges conducting large, powerful studies of treatments for DPD. In part, this has been due to the heterogeneity and lack of a firm definition of what constitutes DPD. However, as noted below, there has been significant progress recently, and as issues in identifying homogeneous populations of DPD progress, further progress can be expected in the near future.

Since 2003, there have been several expert reviews of DPD treatment, and each of these has noted the paucity of large, randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind studies. At the same time, there have been considerable numbers of case reports and smaller scale studies that have helped inform the direction of the larger studies that have been conducted. In the absence of a robust evidence base, clinicians confronted with DPD employ treatments validated in those unaffected by PD. Prescribing trends have followed those in the general community, with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) having greatly eclipsed the use of tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs). This suggests that prescribers proceed based on the assumption that DPD is similar to major depression in general, and that treatment proceeds (according to the standard principles) with an antidepressant choice that is based on safety and side effect profiles.

Other antidepressants have been studied less often than SSRIs and TCAs, but they are used clinically and would warrant further systematic study, as noted below.

Based on our review of the literature below and our clinical opinion and practice, we have compiled Table 1 and Figure 1. Table 1 summarizes the reviewed medication treatments for DPD and the evidence base supporting each medication class. Figure 1 demonstrates our clinical approach to the medication management of DPD.

**Literature reviews of pharmacotherapy for depression in Parkinson’s disease**

In 2003, a Cochrane Collaboration review concluded that there was “insufficient data” on the effectiveness and safety of any antidepressant therapies in PD, and that large scale randomized controlled trials were urgently needed. At that time, they identified only three studies meeting criteria for inclusion, and these three studies were in themselves less than optimal and equivocal in their results. For example, a 1980 study compared nortriptyline to placebo for DPD. Depression was assessed using a custom scale. The researchers found placebo to be more effective than the antidepressant. A second study compared citalopram with placebo. Although citalopram

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug category</th>
<th>Mechanism of action</th>
<th>Representative drug</th>
<th>Support in DPD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSRI</td>
<td>Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor</td>
<td>Paroxetine</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNRI</td>
<td>Serotonin/NE reuptake inhibitor</td>
<td>Venlafaxine</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA agonist</td>
<td>D2 receptor agonist</td>
<td>Pramipexole</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tricyclic</td>
<td>Similar to SNRI</td>
<td>Nortriptyline</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAOI</td>
<td>Monoamine oxidase inhibitor</td>
<td>Selegiline</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega-3 FA</td>
<td>Under investigation</td>
<td>Fish oil</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDRI</td>
<td>NE/DA reuptake inhibitor</td>
<td>Bupropion</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: | For each class, the example medication listed has the most relevance for the treatment of depression in PD, though there may be others in the same class that have not been specifically tested in PD. Support in PD reflects the judgment of the authors as a summary of the available literature.

Abbreviations: | DPD, depression in Parkinson’s disease; SSRI, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor; SNRI, serotonin/norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor; DA, dopamine; MAOI, monoamine oxidase inhibitor; FA, fatty acids; NDRI, norepinephrine/dopamine reuptake inhibitor; NE, norepinephrine; DA, dopamine. |

---
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There was a limited evidence base to support the use of TCAs. A systematic review and meta-analysis concluded that, while evidence did not support the use of SSRIs for DPD, studies were underpowered to disprove the null hypothesis that antidepressants were not effective, and, overall, the studies to date were not conclusive.

More recently, the Movement Disorder Society (MDS) Evidence-Based Medicine Review concluded that the TCAs nortriptyline and despiramine were “likely efficacious” and therefore “possibly useful;” however, it did not find sufficient evidence to recommend such support for SSRIs, so they still had to be classified as investigational. The dopamine agonist, pramipexole, was judged to be the only well-validated treatment available. Echoing the authors of the Cochrane review, this expert review underlined the imperative need for Class 1 studies of DPD treatment (ie, double-blind, placebo controlled trials) and emphasized the need for caution in treating this population given the remaining uncertainties.

Fortunately, this work is moving forward as seen in the recent multisite, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial comparing paroxetine, venlafaxine XR, and placebo for people with PD and major depression or sub-syndromal depression, as defined by DSM-IV criteria. Both medications showed significant benefits compared to placebo, and neither appeared to worsen motor symptoms.

The following sections include previous recommendations from these expert reviews, and incorporate newer pharmacological findings as well as suggest potential agents for further study outside the dominant classes of antidepressants.

Tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs)

TCAs were the mainstay of treatment for depression prior to the introduction of SSRIs in the 1980s. They were well-established to have clinical efficacy in treating syndromic depression in physically healthy populations, but their effectiveness in PD has also been shown in a small number of controlled studies. However, TCAs pose several clinical difficulties that make them less than preferable for clinical use as a first-line agent for depression (although they were used very successfully for many years in medically healthy, depressed patients). In particular, their side effect profile is unfavorable; anticholinergic side effects can be a burden to the patient, and it can also increase the risk of delirium in this vulnerable population. Moreover, antiadrenergic properties may also prove unacceptable in PD, which carries its own

---

**Figure 1** Our approach to the medication management of DPD.

**Abbreviations:** DPD, depression in Parkinson’s disease; GDS-15, Geriatric Depression Scale-15; SSRI, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor; SNRI, serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor; CBT, cognitive-behavioral therapy; TCA, tricyclic antidepressant.
risk of dysautonomia, and orthostasis may pose the most significant problem in this population. It should also be noted that TCAs have a relatively low therapeutic index, meaning that their potential lethality in overdose is far greater than comparably effective newer medications, as shown in non-PD study samples.

While the MDS recommends TCA use based on a strict adherence to treatment supported by research evidence, TCAs are likely not as practical in the everyday clinical setting as are the newer and safer to use antidepressants. At the same time, although not yet studied, TCAs may remain effective alternatives to consider in treatment resistant DPD, and they must be kept in mind as a treatment option by clinicians caring for those with DPD. Also, an exciting recent study suggested that TCA treatment may delay the progress of the disease by noting that those with early-onset PD who were taking TCAs had a delayed need to start dopaminergic (DA) therapy for motor symptoms.

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and serotonin/norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs)

Both SSRIs (fluoxetine, sertraline, paroxetine, citalopram, escitalopram), and the newer SNRIs (venlafaxine, desvenlafaxine, duloxetine), are first-line, evidence-based treatments for depression in non-PD populations; however, it has been relatively difficult to establish their efficacy in DPD. Until recently, there was only limited evidence relating to one SSRI, paroxetine, and the data was equivocal across different studies. Moreover, there has been lingering concern that SSRIs could produce movement disorder symptoms on their own, exacerbating PD-related motor symptoms. However as experience with SSRIs in this population has increased, these concerns have lessened.

In a randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind study, 115 subjects with DPD were enrolled, providing substantial power compared to most, if not all, previous studies. Patients were followed for 12 weeks. Both paroxetine and venlafaxine XR significantly improved the symptoms associated with depression. Importantly neither drug worsened motor function, and both drugs were well tolerated. This study provides a solid evidence base for using the SSRI, paroxetine, as well as an alternative to this, the SNRI, venlafaxine. Both medications have potentially favorable side effect profiles for this population as well. Paroxetine can enhance sleep, which may be beneficial in patients with PD, where insomnia is common even in the absence of depression. For venlafaxine, historically, the most significant side effect has been modest increases in diastolic blood pressure. Again, given the frequency of dysautonomia in PD, a small increase in blood pressure is less of a concern than it may otherwise be, and could be potentially useful. This study provides welcome Class 1 evidence that these commonly used medications, both of which have safety profiles offering the considerable advantages of TCAs, are effective in DPD. Furthermore, this study also suggests that, although there remains the important question of whether there are fundamental differences in the physiology of depression in PD and the general population, DPD is treatable with conventionally used antidepressants.

Dopamine receptor agonist therapy

The MDS guidelines noted that pramipexole, a dopamine (D2/D3/D4) agonist used for PD motor symptom treatment, has been shown to have effectiveness in reducing depressive symptoms in PD, and therefore deemed it “clinically useful” — the only treatment so designated at the time of its review. In an uncontrolled comparison of pramipexole and sertraline (an SSRI), pramipexole showed promise in reducing depressive symptoms. In a larger randomized-controlled study, the effectiveness of pramipexole for reducing depressive symptoms was validated. Of course, a benefit of pramipexole is that it is used to treat motor symptoms as well, and this dual purpose could make it a very attractive agent. At the same time, it should be noted that pramipexole use has risks, including that it can cause dyskinesia. Moreover, this drug also has the potential to trigger impulse control disorders such as increased gambling among psychiatrically vulnerable patients.

Further study in larger, more varied populations of PD that more closely simulate clinical patient groups will help to strengthen the evidence for using pramipexole for DPD. Notably, the antidepressant effects were over and above the impact of pramipexole on improving movements. This raises an important issue in that it might be expected that improving the motor symptoms of PD may reduce depression. However, evidence suggests that just as PD does not inevitably produce depression, relieving movement impairment does not necessarily improve depression; in fact, most of the studies on depressive symptomatology incidence in PD have been conducted in pools of patients treated for their PD, not untreated controls.

Other pharmacotherapy approaches for depression in Parkinson’s disease

Bupropion

Bupropion is a well-established, effective antidepressant in otherwise healthy adults. Because its mechanism of action,
through DA and norepinephrine (NE) systems, hypothetically rectifies some of the core neurophysiological deficits in PD, it has been suggested as a logical choice to use in DPD. However, there is not a strong evidence base for using it to treat DPD. It should also be noted that bupropion has the potential to lower the seizure threshold, which while not a specific concern in PD, it is useful to keep in mind in any neurodegenerative disease patient population.

Mirtazapine
Mirtazapine is a central alpha-2 adrenergic antagonist with effects on both NE and serotonergic systems, and its action on these systems might be expected to be beneficial in DPD. It is effective for depression and anxiety in healthy populations, and is frequently prescribed in geriatric populations where it is well-tolerated. In addition, it has a favorable side effect profile, reducing nausea, increasing appetite, and improving sleep—all things commonly troubling those with PD. As we have detailed, there is no Class I evidence supporting its use in this population if you assume that DPD represents a distinct population of those with depression who need to be approached differently than anyone else with a major depression.

Atomoxetine
Atomoxetine is a selective NE reuptake inhibitor most frequently used to treat attention deficit disorder. However, given that NE system degeneration is a major feature of PD, and given that it is also likely to contribute to depressive symptoms, interventions targeting NE may be useful to treat DPD. In an 8-week, randomized, placebo-controlled study, atomoxetine was not effective for depression and other neuropsychiatric symptoms in PD. However, in an analysis employing more liberal response criteria, there was a trend toward significance, which might have proven significant in a more highly powered study. In addition, there was improvement in global cognition and daytime sleepiness, both of which are common clinical concerns in PD. Although atomoxetine use for DPD cannot be empirically supported based on this study, it is possible that further trials may demonstrate its value for those with PD.

Omega-3 fatty acids
A double-blind, placebo-controlled study of 31 subjects found fish oil to be beneficial in people with major depression and PD. As omega-3 fatty acids are widely available dietary supplements with limited side effects, they may be a useful addition to treatment. However, given the very small size of the single study, this is an area that requires further investigation.

Other agents for consideration
While also less supported by data at this time, several other agents merit further study. Ropinirole has, to a limited extent, been shown to improve depressive and anxiety symptoms in PD. Monoamine oxidase inhibitors have been used for many years in the treatment of refractory or atypical depression. One monoamine oxidase inhibitor, selegiline, is already used to treat PD. Speculatively, although there is only limited evidence supporting its use as an antidepressant generally, it may prove useful in DPD where its effects may be more specifically targeting depression in PD. However, selegiline is not a first-line agent in PD, and may increase mortality overall in PD. Potential drug interactions are also a concern, particularly serotonin syndrome marked by elevated body temperature, hyperreflexia, and autonomic instability. At this point, it is not a principal treating agent for DPD, but rather a consideration in refractory DPD.

Beyond pharmacotherapy, there is support for including psychotherapy in treating DPD. An emerging literature suggests that cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), an evidence-based psychotherapy shown to be effective in treating depression in otherwise healthy populations, is very likely to be effective in DPD.

Psychotherapy for depression in Parkinson’s disease
As the title of this review suggests, we have only addressed the pharmacological treatment of depression in those suffering from PD. There is strong evidence (in the general population with depression, and in those with medical illnesses and depression) that psychotherapies are at least as effective as medication treatments for major depression. For instance, in those with major depression, CBT has been shown to be as effective as antidepressant treatment, with the combination of CBT and an antidepressant more effective than either treatment alone.

CBT has been shown to work specifically in a PD population in a well-powered, randomized, and carefully controlled study. Moreover, in a smaller study, CBT was shown to be effective even in telephone-based treatments, which may be especially valuable in this population. In our view, the success of CBT in those with PD warrants our recommending it for patients early on in treatment. As is our approach with all depressed patients, we discuss both medication and psychotherapy treatments, and work to provide one or both of the treatments based on patient preference.
An integrated approach in the treatment of depression in Parkinson's disease

In the United States and other developed countries, we are not at a loss for medications that are effective at treating depression. However, most people with major depression do not have it identified or treated.\(^5^9\) Those who do have it identified and treated are not typically treated in specialty mental health care settings. In the primary care setting, depression care as usual for those identified and treated is often not effective.\(^5^9\)

While it seems likely that there are physiologic differences between individuals with PD and major depression and those with major depression in the unaffected general population, we anticipate that our current antidepressants will probably be effective for these patients. The major issue facing us, then, is the same as in the general population: doing a good job of identifying those with PD who are depressed, and effectively providing treatment in a primary care, a neurology clinic, or in a specialty mental health setting. We know that simply implementing screening programs in a clinic is not useful unless there is an effective system of care to which the patient can be referred.\(^6^0\) This is where “collaborative” or “integrated” models of care have filled a massive health services gap and are proving very helpful for patients being seen outside of specialty mental health care settings.\(^6^1\) These models of depression care have been shown to be more effective than care as usual when comparing short- and long-term outcomes.\(^6^2\)

Active ingredients of integrated care

“Integrated” or “collaborative” care for depression treatment refers to a large number of complex interventions. The description of a large randomized trial of collaborative care for depression in older primary care patients (Improving Mood Promoting Access to Collaborative Treatment) will help readers begin to appreciate what is typically meant when “evidence-based” integrated treatment programs are described.\(^6^3\) There are two key elements to integrated depression care: \(^6^4\)

1. Systematic care management by a trained therapist, nurse, or social worker. The care manager is in the treatment setting where the patient receives most care and provides the following:
   a. An initial evaluation after a depressed person has been identified through some screening mechanism.
   b. Support to the patient and primary provider around medication treatment.
   c. A brief, evidence-based psychotherapy such as CBT.
   d. Close monitoring and follow up to facilitate timely treatment modifications.

2. Frequent (eg, weekly) consultation between the care manager, a psychiatrist, and the primary provider (be it a primary care doctor or a neurologist).

Building on this description, we will now describe a hypothetical integrated care model for those with depression and PD.

Collaborating to care for depression in Parkinson’s disease (a hypothetical care model)

- All patients with PD are screened in a clinic using the GDS-15 (discussed above), or the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (a self-report depression screening tool that has been empirically validated in numerous medical populations).\(^6^6\)\(^6^7\)
- Anyone screening positive is referred to a “care manager”—a clinical nurse, therapist, or social worker who is familiar and comfortable with these patients and problems.
- The care manager completes a detailed psychosocial evaluation.
- The care manager consults with a psychiatrist weekly (in person or on the phone) to discuss new evaluations and follow-ups. The consulting psychiatrist (preferably a consultation-liaison psychiatrist with skill and comfort in managing those with PD) supports diagnostic decision making and provides the treating neurologist or primary care doctor with medication recommendations.
- The care manager follows up with the patient weekly (in person or over the phone), provides brief, evidence-based psychotherapy (eg, CBT), and uses a tool such as the GDS-15 or the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 to monitor symptoms and treatment.
- During the weekly consultation with the psychiatrist, decisions are made about medication titration or changes. In cases where there is no improvement or the diagnosis is not clear, the psychiatrist evaluates the patient in person to better support depression care in the setting where most other care is received (not in a specialty mental health clinic).
- Results of the tools and treatment course are kept in a registry that facilitates follow-up and consultation.

The limitations and challenges of doing this are numerous and are not addressed here, but this should be food for thought given the scope of the problem of DPD, the evidence base supporting these models of care, and the resource limitations in psychiatry. For those interested in learning more
about the translation of these models of care into real-world treatment environments (eg, receiving training), please visit the University of Washington’s Advancing Integrated Mental Health Solutions website.65
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